CASE STUDY

Building a cost-effective,
scalable platform in FinTech
Delivering serverless technologies in AWS

“Inawisdom took the initial engagement and ran
with it. Within just months they’d taken our goals
and requirements and produced a solution that
enabled us to implement hyper-personalisation
for our customers.”
JEM WALTERS - CTO, SNOOP

Our Customer

The Customer
Inawisdom are delighted to have worked together with Snoop – a FinTech company that
is disrupting how people manage their finances - by assisting in the design and
implementation of a backend for their newly launched mobile application. The app
leverages the power of open banking to provide customers with personalised insights also known as ‘Snoops’ - and a simplified means of managing their finances.
During the engagement, Inawisdom utilised both serverless and containerised
technologies in AWS to build a platform to accommodate Snoop's launch requirement but
also scale seamlessly to process volumes many times higher and meet their medium to
long-term objectives.

The Challenge
As a start-up and pioneer of the burgeoning open banking technology, Snoop tasked
Inawisdom with creating a bespoke solution that would not only match their go to launch
requirements but also scale as the app’s customer base grew. At the same time, like any
new business, they were having to manage costs while innovating new features and
proving the viability of their new product offering.
The core experience to Snoop’s product offering is its ability to provide personalised and
timely insight for its customers. In order to do so, Snoop required a purposebuilt recommendation engine that reviews customer financial activity against an everchanging catalogue of money insight, saving, offers, rewards, tips and guidance content
referred to as 'Snoops'. At launch this engine was required to apply each 'Snoop' rule to
every customer at least once per day, which equated to around ten million transactions
per run. As the user base is predicted to grow significantly within its first year, the ability
to elastically scale its operations is paramount to the success of the organisation's
roadmap.
A well-established challenge in computer science is how to bridge the gap between the
curation of business logic and the software on which it is hosted. Business rules need to be
reactive, dynamic and versatile. They will often be maintained by non-technical members of
the team and their lifecycle is unlikely to fit easily into that of a software development
lifecycle.
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Our Solution
One key principle of Snoop’s strategy is to identify additional data insights
for their customers using AI and ML. Inawisdom, an AWS Premier Partner
and specialist in the AI/ML space, were identified as a collaborative
partner and tasked with building the go to launch version of the
recommendation engine, with a view to further leveraging the benefits of
AI/ML over time.
Snoop’s company-wide vision to achieve a cost effective and scalable
solution is to utilise serverless technologies in AWS. These form a set of
loosely coupled microservices each with a specific area of responsibility.
As with any new application, several software projects were run in parallel
and the ability to identify and delimit areas of concern was a key focus of
the design phase.
Having selected a suitable dynamic rules management system, use cases
were written in the system’s DSL and tested against sample data. In its
simplest form, the rules engine would expose a REST endpoint and receive
requests containing a rule ID and customer ID. For each request, the engine
would identify the logic that needed to be applied for a rule, determine
whether a customer qualified against the matched criteria and return a
relevance score. The resulting score and associated metadata would be
written to DynamoDB, with the customer ID and rule ID acting as an index.
If for some reason the same rule and customer ID were executed twice or
a new run was initiated, there would only be one result in DynamoDB for
each customer 'Snoop'. This model ensured that the application adhered to
stateless protocol and could be scaled without concerns over data
consistency. The rules engine service was containerised for use in ECS
Fargate and deployed into an auto-scaling group.
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The system of invoking the calls to the rules engine
was built using several AWS Lambdas linked via SQS.
Customer Lambda: Triggered by a Cloudwatch scheduled event,
loads eligible customer ID’s into SQS (customer queue)
Rule Lambda: Triggered by customer SQS message. Creates JSON
object comprised of a single customer ID and an array active rule
ID’s. These JSON objects are loaded into a FIFO queue (invoke queue)
Invoke Lambda: Iterates through the rule ID’s and makes REST
requests to the rules engine service. Any failed requests are
retried with an increasing back off period (up to a maximum of
five attempts) to increase the likelihood of a successful call
In order to distribute the traffic more evenly across all of the running
containers in the Fargate service, an ALB was created as the endpoint.
This also allowed for a simple means of applying a persistent health
check to each target to ensure they remained in service. A FIFO queue
was elected for use with the evaluation Lambda so that customers
could be processed in order or, should the need arise, the snoops
could be split into smaller batches to ensure a shorter Lambda
runtime. The length of the queue is used to scale the number of rules
engine tasks deployed as part of the ASG.
The rule ingestion process is also architected solely with Lambda
services. Business logic (i.e. the Snoop definitions) stored in Aurora are
converted into DSL, validated, and written out to a rules file in S3. Once
this process has completed a second Lambda initiates a REST request
to each container in the rules engine service which refreshes
the rule set to the latest version available. The ingestion process is
currently user-initiated to fit in with the snoop deployment lifecycle
but could also be instantiated by database triggers when updates are
made to the business logic associated with 'Snoops'.
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The Results
Since its launch in April, the recommendation engine has scaled to
a point where it processes and stores over sixty million calculations
between 1am and 6am each day. The serverless architecture has
been very successful and allowed costs to be kept in proportion to the
number of customers using the app.

The combination of AWS Fargate and Lambda allowed for rapid
development, testing and deployment into usable infrastructure.
The hosting costs were economical and consistent, which allowed
for early tests at scale. These tests provided confidence in the
services go-to-launch ability, both in terms of compute time
and accuracy.
Building a CICD pipeline or automated method of deploying code
into AWS drives efficiencies, especially if deploying into several
environments.
Improvements to the recommendation engine performance
centred on recording as many metrics as possible and identifying
any bottlenecks in the data flow. Ensuring a consistent correlation
between Lambda timeouts and SQS message visibility ensured that
retries are made as quickly as possible. Finally, the advantages
gained from the ability to run a service in parallel cannot be
overstated. Whilst improving the codebase or adjusting memory
and CPU in ECS can improve performance by a few seconds for a
single process, it is the ability to process hundreds of customers at
the same time that has the most impact on run time.

In the first version of the recommendation engine service, all interaction
with Amazon Aurora was managed by an internal class. After an initial
round of testing this was instead developed as a standalone service. By
separating this secondary (SQL Relay) service and utilising connection
pooling, we achieved greater control between the ratio of rules engine
replicas to DB connections and consequently, an uplift in performance.
Removing the Aurora SDK dependencies from the rules engine code base
also reduced the size of the rules engine service image.

By planning ahead and building a flexible, scalable environment,
Inawisdom has helped Snoop with its initial launch while ensuring
there is a robust platform for future growth.

About Us
Inawisdom is a leading specialist in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML). We enable customers to
rapidly discover and deliver business
differentiation from their data assets to
drive true value. Inawisdom is an Amazon
Web Services (AWS) Premier Consulting
Partner and Machine Learning Global
Launch Competency Partner, serving
global businesses in a broad range of
industries, across UK and EMEA.
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